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Dust jacket notes: "Doug Carpenter presents the training philosophies and techniques he uses to

prepare his winning western pleasure horses, including seven AQHA World Champions and eight

All American Quarter Horse Congress winners, in this essential handbook for horse and rider.

Doug's vast knowledge of western pleasure can improve your horsemanship skills by providing

step-by-step advice on every aspect of this event including: Guidelines on selecting a prospect with

suitable ability, conformation and temperament; How to prepare a young prospect before the first

ride in order to minimize stress on the horse and maximize positive results once you are on his

back; Exercises to teach your horse to guide easily and maintain the proper position with his head,

neck and body; Detailed instructions on how to train the horse to perform at it's full potential;

Techniques for improving transitions, backing and the extended jog; Preparing for competition and

showmanship techniques, including riding in pleasure class 'traffic,' minimizing recovery time and

rating speed; A maintenance program for older horses as well as specific cures for common

problems; How to choose the appropriate tack and equipment...."
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Hard bound book, easy to read and to the point of how to train your horse. Nice big photos,

applicable diagrams, spelled out how to compete and be successful.I wish it had been the FIRST

book I read!This is a book I will NEVER loan out.....ever.Time to go practice what I read~!

This is a good book for people who want to train for show and for those who want to have a well



trained horse. It explains in terms that novice horse people can understand and appreciate and still

covers the finer points of training. The book keeps your interest and is easy reading.

This is the singular most effective tool that I have ever used in working with both young and old

horses. As an equine professional, I have applied many of the techniques and methods to my own

herd. Doug is truly the pleasure master. I believe that many people outside of the industry would

enjoy this beautifully photographed and well written journal about pleasure horses.

This book covers everything from breeding a pleasure prospect to working out the kinks in an older

seasoned show horse. This will certainly help my new 3 year old filly and I make it in the AQHA

show ring. I recommend it for anyone who wants to win!

Have wanted this book forever, finally ordered when I saw a reasonable priced one come up.

Awesome book that covers everything you need to know from basics of training to shoeing. All in an

easy to understand format for everyone from beginner to advanced riders.

I was very impressed with this book. I read and re-read. Doug puts all his methods and training

guideslines so it is very easy to understand. I use his way of training with very good results. I am

very happy I bought his book and find it a great investment for me and my horses.

This is a beautiful, quality book. Although it was written nearly 20 years ago, the information is still

very useful to a beginning, amateur Western Pleasure rider. The photos and diagrams are terrific.

So glad I bought this...and I know about horses! Yep, take it from an experienced rider that this book

is a really good one.
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